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Environmental policy 
 
 
Environmental management system 
 
Environmental impact 
As BudXpress is a company in the transport industry, our main environmental impact is 
emissions made by the vehicles belonging to. 
In the office that we rent from Ankarhagen, we influence the environment on others by consuming paper and 
other office supplies. We have lights on but are only low energy lights. 
We have a small stock and thus have a very low environmental impact. 
 
Environmental policy 
At BudXpress, we have an environmental policy that reads: 
We at BudXpress protect the environment by: 
• be personally committed, and always environmentally conscious; 
• always comply with the laws and regulations that apply to our environmental aspects 
and our business; 
 
Environmental goals 
The purpose and goal of an environmental management system is to create a framework for the business to be 
able to 
conducted and improved with the least possible environmental impact. This means constant 
improvements and mitigation of environmental pressures. These frameworks must be established with 
consideration 
to laws and regulations as well as regulatory requirements. 
 
Action plan 
What should we / can we do 
To minimize the emissions made by our cars, we constantly replace old cars with newer ones, 
more environmentally friendly cars to have a modern and environmentally friendly vehicle fleet. 
All people in the business must protect the environment and participate actively in the environmental work. 
Regardless 
professional titles and tasks, BudXpress employees must do their utmost to minimize 
environmental impact. Then the tasks change significantly between our drivers and ours 
office workers, we naturally affect the environment in different ways. 
The improvement work will take place through our drivers having knowledge of how to drive the cars 
in an environmentally friendly way. This can be done by shifting up faster to reduce speeds, 
engine brake and keep as steady a speed as possible. To minimize car emissions, it is 
also important that they are properly maintained. Maintenance is done regularly by checking 
the air pressure in the tires, follow the service intervals and that we continuously change oils, filters and 
spark plug. 
Part of the consumable item in the office is copy paper. We have reduced ours 
consumption by not printing e-mails and scanning documents to share 
electronically instead of copying. We also use only eco-labeled paper. 
When we have conversations with suppliers, we always address the environmental issue. Environmentally 
friendly products and 
business is something that weighs heavily when we choose our suppliers. 
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Environmental audit 
Performed annually in February. 
 
Environmental report 
Left in February. 
 
Evaluation 
An evaluation of the environmental work on BudXpress must be carried out annually. During 
In the evaluation, we ask ourselves the following questions: 
• What has worked well? 
• What has worked less well? 
• Have we set reasonable goals? 
• Do we lack any resource, such as money or knowledge, impaired or 
prevented any action? 
• Have we gained any experience we can take with us to next year? 
During the year, it is also important that we ask ourselves the question: 
• Are we on the right track? 
By asking ourselves this question, we can detect early on any shortcomings in our work to 
reduce the negative impact on the environment we have. 
 


